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VI   THE TURNING-POINT
T
HAT arch-enemy of my family, pneumonia, knocked me
down physically to such an extent that for the next four or
five years I was incapacitated for any such arduous work as
exploration either in the Western wilds or, as my dream still
beckoned, at the Poles. Two subsequent attacks of pleurisy put me
on the shelf. To give myself every chance to recover health, I re-
turned to the deserts of the South-west.
It was during this period that I "discovered" the Grand Canyon of
the Colorado, and by that I mean discovered it for myself. Since
then I have never failed to make my annual pilgrimage to the
Canyon. I call it "pilgrimage'* because there is something almost
religious about it, with me. There I confront the Source of Great
Truths that Dr. van Dyke talks about. In the stratification and
geologic horizons exposed in the canyon walls I read the story of
eternity.
At this time of wandering, too, I first visited Mount Wilson
Observatory, at Pasadena, Cal., where Dr. George Ellery Hale,
whose house-top telescope I had gazed at with such awe when a
child in Chicago, was in charge. My two favourite trails to-day are
the trail up Mount Wilson and one that descends the wall of the
Grand Canyon.
All during these years, however, the lamp of the aurora borealis
kept burning steadily for me. I regarded my enforced leisure as a
period for recuperating the strength I would need for supreme
tests ahead. How1 I would get to the Arctic, or when, I did not
know; but I did know that I was going. In a letter to my father
at this time I wrote: Jttst why the North has always appealed to
me it is impossible to say, but that there is a great field for scientific
tvor\ no one can deny.
Indeed, I made one abortive attempt to get to the Arctic—with
Stefansson, the Canadian explorer. Stefansson wanted to buy the
ice steamer Carlu\ with which to continue his valuable exploratory
work, and I tried to induce my father to put up the money for it.
Dr. Osborn, of the American Museum, also approached Father on

